US SISE Labs V1.1
General notes
Chrome as a Browser is used predominantly on the admin-PC for configuring the ISE. There is a bug in Chrome which causes re-ordering of Authz rules, be careful. Rule order is important.
anytime you enter gkl it is GEE KAY ELL
Some of the ACLs are provided on the D:drive of the Admin_PC
Once you submit an Authorization Profile and subsequently go back and look some arbitrary values have been substituted in the Web Authentication fields. The rule is OK just don't try to save again. It is best to confirm the profile by going into the authorization policy and hovering over the cross hairs and examine the profile from this location.
RDP sessions often freeze when a Win7 reboot is done. In the screen that freezes got to the top r/h corner X and click, this will gracefully log you out.
It can take a number of reboots of the secondary to latch onto the primary and even then they seem to go in and out of sync. This is probably due to a mix of normal license on the primary and evaluation license on the secondary.
RDP versions at 6.2.920 and lower seem to have no problem connecting but higher versions would not connect.
Lab 0 Remote Lab Familiarity
No Issues
Lab 1 ISE Installation & Web Console Familiarisation
It takes approx 25 mins after entering the admin password step 1.4 to entering the database password. It will take another hour after the database password to fully install.
Lab 2 Installing a Certificate in ISE
No Issues
Lab 3 Configuring an ISE Distributed Deployment
No Issues
Lab 4 Local/Remote Identity Stores using Active Directory/LDAP and Sequence Lists
4.1 Syncup may not be visible in Chrome use IE for this.
Lab 5 802.1X: Examining & Configuring Supplicants
Do not change anything in Steps 4 just a tour of the supplicant.
Lab 6 802.1X: Wired Networks
Throughout the whole course we only use two authentication rules
MAB	if 	Wired_Mab	allow protocols: Default Networks	and	internal_endpoints
Dot1x	if	Wired_802.1x	allow protocols:Default Networks	and	AD_Then_Local

Lab 7 802.1X MAR and EAP Chaining
No Issues
Lab 8 802.1X: Wireless Networks
Authorization Policies
Wireless Black List Default	if	Blacklist & 			then: Blackhole_Wireless_Access
				Wireless =_802.1x
Chained		if	EAP MSCHAPv2 & 			then: Dot1x_Employees_AuthZ
				User & Machine &
				EAP-FAST
Corporate Assets		if	EQUALS Domain Computers		then: Dot1x_Corporate_Asset_AuthZ
Employees		if	EQUALS Domain Users &		then: Dot1X_Employees_AuthZ
				Machine Authenticated
Profiled Cisco IP Phone	if	Cisco-IP-Phone			then: Cisco_IP_Phones
Default			if	no matches then DenyAccess	

Page L8-11 step 6.2 I could not see the AP attached. It is worth reloading the WLC or as I did reset the complete lab. When I did this I did lose some of the mapping of the AD groups.
March 2014 there was an issue with the WLC and FlexConnect vlan Mappings greyed out and not accepting the vlan 75. It looks like if any delegate has altered the config on a previous course that this config remains. In the WLC you can delete the config just leaving the IP address.
Lab 9 802.1X: MAC Authentication Bypass
No Issues
Lab 10 Central Web Auth (CWA) - for Wired and Wireless
You can go into the WLC and delete clients to test again.
Had issues picking up an IP address when logging in as a guest. I changed to Wired then back to wireless and it was OK. Also use Firefox instead of IE.
GKL_Corporate wireless ACL as used in Lab 8 when used in Lab 10 it works exactly the same an still allows access to data-srv as per page L8-27
If there any other issues it might worth re-loading the WLC.
Lab 11 Guest Access and My Device Portal
Section 4 on SMS will not work in the UK go through the motions if you wont.
Could not get the Sponsor email to work. It might be worth adding the config shown on page L16-12 steps 26.4

Lab 12 Profiling Service in ISE
The spoofing of endpoints did not seem to generate the 7940 reference though latter in the lab it did. PTO on page L12-21 important information on how to generate the syntax (copy and paste).
March 2014 The access-point is profiled into the wrong group “Cisco-Router”. On checking the Profile policy “Cisco-Access-Point” the condition is checking for CDP “Cisco-Air” which is old, change it to just in “Air”. In the notes it is shown as correctly profiled ? which may have been achieved by just checking DHCP. Delegate also changed the min certainty factor to 30 from 10 on the “Cisco-Router” and this worked. It looks like it was matching a rule that gave it a certainty factor of 10 and profiled it into “Cisco-Router”.

Lab 13 Posture Services
Careful with all entries especially page L13-6 step 4.1.
Be Patient and wait for the NAC dialog boxes
It might be worth re-loading the Win7 PC at step 18.8
There is a bug in that when you add the rules to the modified chained Authz rule now chained-compliant it will only accept 3 entries and the fourth rule is not saved. You can see the result of this in the screen shots in the lab guide.. It did cause some delegates issue if they did not follow the guide exactly. They may have saved the error rule THEN copied it. You can copy the rule and then edit it.
Feb 2014 some of the pods seemed to have an issue with ACL's and no entries for port 8909 to the PSN once added it worked. These are the ACLS configured on page L13-10 and I have not seen this issue before
Lab 14 Endpoint Protection Services
Some issues with testing. on page L14-9 step 11.2 Un-quarantine was not successful in the output screen. AS we have to do this from a web browser rather than ISE it is a bit cumbersome. I suggest each time you issue the request close the browser. The video show a successful completion of the lab.


Lab 15 Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)
Be careful with the order of Authorization rules and the bug in Chrome.
There is a bug in windows XP that does not populate the native 802.1X supplicant on the Consultant PC with the certificate server.
Solution is to manually tick the tick box to connect to the following servers ise-primary.gkl.local in the Authentication settings of the NIC card.
Do not tick any other boxes when configuring the authentication tab of the nic card.
Feb 2014. Also check the student certificates there could be multiple copies in the store, and you will be prompted to select the correct certificate on the PC. It is easy to miss the dialog box that asks for this. If you make a new connection and provision again BYOD you might blank the client field to connect to the following server as per not above.
March 2014 Right click the network icon to see the dialog box for the certificate, this may need to be done a couple of times , if you have problems passing authentication.


Lab 16 Managing and Maintaining ISE
No Issues



				








